
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of project
management specialist. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for project management specialist

Set up project execution schedule / Master Time Schedule (MTS) as per
contract scope (design, procurement, delivery, construction, commissioning, )
to establish the best logical work sequences based on Standard and Project
requirement
Ensure group provides fast response to inbound communications including
owning the tracking and managing of internal & external customer requests
that cannot be answered immediately using appropriate case management
tools, updating customers with order or other status change information
Be seen as expert on ERP/SAP and other systems used by team members
Generate weekly (or as requested) performance metrics for the team
Ensure group follows approved process to initiate new and updated entries
to customer master files
Work closely with sales teams to provide information on performance, and
customer related challenges
Represent group as necessary for Internal and External Audits
First line of support for handling customer issues that have been escalated
from group members
Co-ordinate pro-active activities such as customer calling and NPS survey
work
Work with Finance and Collections teams to improve to Receivables
performance by reducing Accounts Receivables past dues value and %

Example of Project Management Specialist Job
Description
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Willingness to develop new processes teach and provide feedback
Superior analytical and investigative skills combined with ability to navigate
through ambiguity in a fast-paced dynamic environment
Experience in multi disciplinary projects with resources in multiple locations
Strong financial/commercial understanding negotiation and diplomacy skills
Ability to thrive in a large and dynamic organization with colleagues from all
over the world
You ideally have experience in aerospace


